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A 10 Gb/s receiver with half rate period calibration CDR and CTLE/DFE
combiner∗
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Abstract: This paper presents the design of a 10 Gb/s low power wire-line receiver in the 65 nm CMOS process
with 1 V supply voltage. The receiver occupies 300×500 µm2. With the novel half rate period calibration clock data
recovery (CDR) circuit, the receiver consumes 52 mW power. The receiver can compensate a wide range of channel
loss by combining the low power wideband programmable continuous time linear equalizer (CTLE) and decision
feedback equalizer (DFE).
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1. Introduction

Advancement of integrated circuit fabrication technol-
ogy with innovative circuits and architectural techniques leads
to that the complex signal processing system can be imple-
mented in a single chip (system on chip or SOC) with low
cost and high performance, such as multi-core microproces-
sor, network on chip and mix signal processing chip. Fre-
quently, these chips consisting of billions of transistors operate
at multi-gigahertz frequency and require considerable off-chip
bandwidth to communicate with the outside world efficiently.
To avoid that the off-chip communication becomes the bottle-
neck of the overall system performance, the SOC’s off-chip
bandwidth grows increasingly[1−3].

Moreover, today’s personal computers, workstations and
servers, routers and switches, consumer electronics and game
consoles not only need higher bandwidth to meet the increas-
ing performance demand of new applications, but also gradu-
ally care about the power efficiency of the chip-to-chip com-
munication.

Although increasing both the number of IO pins and the
data rate of each IO channel can improve the interconnect
bandwidth, from the authors’ point of view, the better choice
to achieve the off-chip bandwidth requirement should be to in-
crease the bandwidth of each IO and reduce the IO numbers
for saving area and power. As the number of IO decreases,
the distance of clock distribution for every IO, the number
of impedance matching cells combining with current sources,
and the corresponding loads of on-chip and off-chip also scale
down accordingly, which in turn benefit both the area and
power.

In this paper, the design of a low power 10 Gb/s wire-line
receiver in 65 nm CMOS process with 1 V supply voltage is

presented. The proposed receiver architecture and period cal-
ibration technique used to optimize power dissipated by the
receiver clocking circuits-the dominant source of power dissi-
pation in an I/O link are discussed. The details of circuit build-
ing blocks are also described.

2. Architecture

As shown in Fig. 1, a typical point to point wire-line
transceiver system consists of transmitter, channel and re-
ceiver. The receiver includes two main circuit modules: equal-
izer and clock data recovery (CDR). In this work, both two
circuits have been improved and they contribute to the reduc-
tion of total power dissipation.

2.1. Channel equalizer

The channel in this paper is FR4 PCB trace. Unfortu-
nately, the physical channel always has some non-ideal effects.
For FR4 PCB trace, these non-ideal effects are parasitical re-
sistance loss combining with skin effect, dielectric loss, re-
flections because of impedance mismatch, channel coupling
and electromagnetic radiation loss. All above contribute to the
transfer signal’s amplitude and phase distortion and all these
non-ideal effects degrade the signal noise ratio (SNR) of re-
ceiver end greatly.

The equalization technique can compensate the channel

Fig. 1. Transceiver system.
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Fig. 2. (a) Pulse response of a band limited channel; (b) DFE system.

non-ideal effects, such as time domain inter- symbol in-
terference (ISI), frequency dependent loss, dispersion and
reflection[4,5]. To achieve high data rate, wide band signal can
be transferred through the non-ideal band limited channel with
high SNR and low bit error rate (BER) by using channel equal-
izer.

There are two types of the equalizers: linear and nonlin-
ear equalizers. The linear equalizer is a feed forward equal-
izer which uses continuous time or discrete time linear filters
to compensate the channel distortion. The nonlinear equalizer
conventionally is decision feedback equalizer (DFE) which
employs previous nonlinear decisions to eliminate ISI caused
by previous detected symbols on the current symbol being de-
tected. To be convenient for circuit implementation, usually,
discrete time linear equalizer exists in transmitter side and of-
ten is called by pre-emphasis equalizer. In the receiver side,
there are continuous time linear equalizer (CTLE) and DFE.

In the frequency domain, the CTLE has the transfer func-
tion of CTLE(s) and the channel has the transfer function of
C(s). The high pass equalizer should compensate the low pass
channel’s frequency dependent loss. This amounts to flatten
the spectrum over the desired transmission bandwidth. Ideally,
the perfect compensation might be

C(s) × CTLE(s) = Const, (1)

where the constant: Const ∈ (0,1].
Pulse response in a band-limited channel and a DFE sys-

tem for post-cursor cancellation are explained in Fig. 2, where
x < n > is the received signal, y < n > is the voltage signal
output of the DFE, y d < n − 1 > is the data output of the
DFE, and the DFE feedback coefficients are b < k > for k = 1,
2, 3,. . . . The magnitude of the pulse response at the end of a
symbol interval is normalized to one and the amounts of ISI
contributing to the subsequent ones are c < i > for i = 1, 2,
3,. . . . These values can be obtained from the channel measure-
ment by using vector network analyzer (VNA) or time domain
reflectometer (TDR). The channel modeling with EM solvers
such as HFSS, ADS can also be used. If the transmitting signal
is s < n >, then the received signal x < n > can be expressed
as

x < n >= 1 × s < n > + c < 1 > × s < n − 1 >
+ c < 2 > × s < n − 2 > + c < 3 > × s < n − 3 > + · · · .

(2)

Fig. 3. Conventional CDR: (a) Phase tracking CDR; (b) Phase Pick-
ing CDR.

It can be found from Fig. 2 that the voltage signal output of the
DFE y < n > is

y < n >= x < n > − b < 1 > × y d < n − 1 >
− b < 2 > × y d < n − 2 > − b < 3 > × y d < n − 3 > − · · · .

(3)
Substitution x < n > from Eq. (2) into Eq. (3) gives

y < n >= s < n > + (c < 1 > × s < n − 1 >
− b < 1 > × y d < n − 1 >) + (c < 2 > ×s < n − 2 >
− b < 2 > × y d < n − 2 >) + (c < 3 > ×s < n − 3 >
− b < 3 > × y d < n − 3 >) + · · · . (4)

The optimal DFE coefficients b < k > should remove the post-
cursor ISI c < k > and minimize the error between y < n >
and s < n >. The best choice is making b < k > be equal to
c < k >. Finally, the DFE can be represented in z-domain as

Y(Z) = X(Z) −
N∑

k=1

b < k > × y d(z) × Z−k. (5)

A particular character of equalizer circuit in this work is
that it combines the advantages of both CTLE and DFE. A
low power wideband programmable CTLE and a three order
DFE have been implemented by sharing with each other. So
the area and power are saved simultaneously. The details of
these circuits are described in Section 3.

2.2. CDR

It is shown in Fig. 3 that the architecture of the conven-
tional CDR can be classed by two types: the phase tracking
CDR[6−9] and the phase picking CDR[10, 11]. In the phase track-
ing CDR, the phase detector (PD) continuously measures the
phase relation between the coming date (data) and the sample
clock (cks). The generated phase error signal feeds to the filter
(analog or digital). The main function of the filter is to gen-
erate the phase calibration control signal to adjust the phase
of cks which can be provided by VCO, VCDL or phase ro-
tator. For the phase picking CDR, the cks oversamples every
data bit. The following digital decimation filter uses the over-
sampled information to determine the transition position of the
data and then decimates the data. The main drawback of these
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Fig. 4. (a) Proposed half rate period calibration CDR; (b) Period calibration timing waveforms.

Fig. 5. CTLE/DFE combiner.

two configurations is that all the CDR circuits have to do the
phase calibration or oversampling all the time, otherwise they
will lose the synchronization between the clock and the date.
Obviously, this continuous running mode can hardly achieve
the good power efficiency.

Figure 4 shows the block diagram of the proposed half
rate period calibration CDR. Only in the calibration period
(calibrate en = 1), the CDR loop is in full-scale operation.
With calibration en = 0, the synchronization relation between
the clock and the date is kept and saved in CDR’s state DFFs.
At the same time, many circuits are disabled and in sleep
state, so the average power dissipation in the CDR loop is
reduced. A novel digital PD has the memorial ability. It can
hold the latest history of the effective phase results and avoid
to be modified by useless incoming phase information. The
CDR’s digital controller (CTR CDR) is constituted by three
parts: sub-sampler, majority vote and digital filter. The sub-
sampler decimates the detected phase information and resists
the metastability effectively. The majority vote is used to re-
move the abrupt false phase information. Finally, digital filter
adjusts the bandwidth of CDR loop and generates the phase
state control word: phasex sel (selx), phase weight (w). The

PD, CTR CDR, phase selection and phase interpolator/phase
mixer can be shut down by their enable signal. The cali-
brate en is a low frequency period signal which is triggered
by a pseudo bit error signal. The pseudo bit error could be
the XOR result by the sampler of cks0 and the sampler of
cks0 with some small phase offset. The accumulator, DFFs
and NAND logic generate the calibrate en signal. The DFFs
is reset to zero asynchronously, when a pseudo bit error oc-
curs. The calibrate en can also be reserved as an interface sig-
nal triggered by the microprocessor’s protocol controller. The
protocol controller will calculate the recent bit error rate or
package error rate and then generate the waveform of the cal-
ibrate en. These compose an adaptive half rate period calibra-
tion CDR.

3. Circuit implementation

3.1. CTLE/DFE combiner

By combining the CTLE and DFE, the advantages of
both equalizers are obtained. For saving the area and power,
as shown in Fig. 5, a programmable CTLE and a three order
DFE have been implemented by sharing with each other.
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Fig. 6. PLL.

Fig. 7. VCO.

The RC combination introduces a real zero 1/RC in the
transfer function, potentially providing gain-peaking at high
frequency to compensate the channel loss. Inductive peaking
is used to extend the combiner bandwidth up to 10 GHz with
almost 40% power reduction. Because the middle metal lay-
ers have a bigger sheet resistor value comparing to the top
metal layer, the layout of the very low Q inductor is imple-
mented using six turns M5-M4 metal layers and has a small
area : 60 × 60 µm2. The gain-peaking value can be set con-
tinuously by the analog control signal NEQ. The DFE’s three
coefficients are programmable with three current source de-
coders: I DEC0, I DEC1 and I DEC2.

3.2. PLL

The block diagram of the PLL used to supply 5 GHz
clocks to the CDR loop is shown in Fig. 6. Thanks to the
CDR loop’s dynamic phase calibration, the CDR itself can
compensate and suppress the low frequency input clock jitter.

The simple ring VCO is chosen. Compared to the high Q LC
resonant VCO, the benefits of this choice are saving the area
and the power consumption on metal interconnection. The
PLL employs the digital band selective VCO. Originally, this
technique is widely used in an LC VCO to extend the PLL’s
frequency adjusting range, but the motivation of using here is
to reduce the VCO gain sensitivity. The low VCO gain can
suppress the reference spur induced by the mismatch in PFD
or charge pump and degrade other sources of noise which cou-
ple to the VCO. The band selection FSM detects the dummy
VCO control voltage and switches to a right VCO band auto-
matically by generating the corresponding thermometer code
band select signal b < 14 : 0 >.

Figure 7 shows the ring VCO circuit in detail. The oscil-
lator generates the four phase clocks: ck0, ck90, ck180, ck270
feeding to the CDR. The capacitance phase trim hardwire is
added to cancel the IQ phase offset which may be induced by
the mismatch among devices or clock distribution paths.
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Fig. 8. Digital PD in proposed half rate period calibration CDR.

Fig. 9. Phase interpolator/mixer.

3.3. CDR loop circuits

A special digital PD used only in the proposed CDR loop
is shown in Fig. 8. The circuit is implemented by CML and its
output is converted to CMOS logic by a current mirror ampli-
fier. With the XOR encoder logic and the local MUX feedback,
it can hold the latest history of the effective phase results and
avoid to be modified by useless incoming phase information.
This memorial ability is important for the digital CDR loop.
The recovered data bits: y d < n−1 >, y d < n−2 > feed back
to the CTLE/DFE combiner circuit.

Four simple CML multiplexers constitute the phase se-
lection and send the needed clocks to the phase interpola-
tor/mixer. Figure 9 shows the circuit of the phase interpola-
tor. It has the function of digit to time converter and is driven
by two pairs of differential clocks: (n) cka and (n) ckb. It in-
terpolates them and generates 16 phase positions. With the
help of phase selection, it can generate a total of 64 phase po-
sitions on a 360 degree circle i.e. 2 unit intervals (UI). The
phase position is decided by a current-steering DAC with the
corresponding thermometer weight code w < 14 : 0 >. The
15 current-steering DAC cells are not uniform. The optimized
non-uniform current cells can give the most linear relationship
between w < 14 : 0 > and the output phases.

The CDR’s digital controller is implemented by the static
CMOS logic standard cells. The sub-sampler is a series con-
nected DFFs. The majority vote circuit includes the carry save
adder and the compare logic. The programmable ring counter

Fig. 10. Receiver chip layout.

and phase control FSM construct the digital filter. It gen-
erates the phase state control word: phase sel (sela, selb),
phase weight (w < 14 : 0 >). The phase state control word
holds the latest optimal sample clock’s phase position to con-
trol the phase selection and the phase interpolator maintain-
ing the correct data recovery effectively in sleep state. In the
calibration period, the phase state control word is updated ac-
cording to the incoming PD output. In the sleep state, the digi-
tal controller doesn’t consume any dynamic power because its
clock CK CTR is gated by the calibrate en signal. Finally, the
test chip of the receiver occupies an area of 300 × 500 µm2

and is shown in Fig. 10.

4. Design results

To validate the designed receiver, a whole test bench has
been built up. It includes a pre-emphasis transmitter, a FR4
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Table 1. Design summary.

Parameter Ref. [12] Ref. [13] Ref. [14] This work
Technology 130 nm CMOS 130 nm CMOS 90 nm CMOS 65 nm CMOS
Power supply (V) 1.5 1.2 1 1
Data-rate (Gb/s) 12.5 10 10 10
Channel equalizer nothing DFE DFE CTLE+DFE
Power (mW) 400 250 130 CTLE+DFE:10 CDR: 29 Core: 39 = 10+29

Test I/O driver path: 13 Total: 52
Area (mm2) 1.1 – 0.4 0.15

Fig. 11. Test board measured by VNA.

Fig. 12. Measurement results of time and frequency domain response.

test board and the designed receiver. The programmable pre-
emphasis transmitter sends a pseudo random bit sequence to
the designed receiver through the 20 cm differential FR4 PCB
trace. The transmitter and receiver are characterized by the
post layout data. The 20 cm differential FR4 channel is char-
acterized by the measured S parameters.

The manufactured FR4 test board is shown in Fig. 11
and is measured by Agilent VNA. The time domain pulse re-
sponse, frequency domain transfer and reflection response of
this 20 cm differential signaling channel are shown in Fig. 12

Fig. 13. Eye-diagram of the receiver end: (a) Without the equalizer;
(b) With the equalizer.

respectively.
The eye diagram of designed receiver with this FR4 PCB

trace (about 15 dB loss at 5 GHz) and the transmitter is shown
in Fig. 13. Without the equalizer (Fig. 13(a)), the eye diagram
of the receiver end is closed. When enable the equalizer (Fig.
13(b)), the eye diagram of the receiver end is reopened and
most of the ISI at the receiver end has been removed.

The results of Fig. 14 show that the CDR’s sample clock
demonstrates a high linearity. It has a nonlinearity error of less
than 0.4 ps and the minimal time step precision of the phase
shift is 3.33 ps.

Figure 15 shows the receiver’s bathtub curve (BER ver-
sus sampling phase position) characterizing the designed re-
ceiver’s performance at 10 Gb/s.

When the CDR loop operates in the period calibration
mode (the calibration period has an about 10% duty cycle),
it consumes only about 29 mW in average. However, when
the CDR loop operates in the continuous calibration mode,
it consumes about 50 mW. So, a 42% power reduction in
CDR loop is achieved. Comparisons with the former published
receivers[12−14] are summarized in Table 1. Owing to the novel
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Fig. 14. Precision and linearity of the CDR’s sample clock.

Fig. 15. Receiver’s bathtub curve.

CDR loop and the optimized equalizer circuits, when operat-
ing at the similar 10Gb/s data rate, this work achieves a com-
paratively better power efficiency.

5. Conclusions

A low power 10 Gb/s I/O link receiver suitable for many
chip to chip applications is presented. Comparing to the con-
ventional design, this work has the characters such as: a low
power wideband programmable CTLE and a three order DFE
have been implemented by sharing with each other, hence, the
area and power are saved simultaneously. To reduce the aver-
age power dissipation in the CDR loop, a novel half rate period
calibration CDR is proposed.
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